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Racial Neutrality and the Booing of Adam Goodes 

Stella Coram August 24, 2019.  

Proud indigenous man, and celebrated athlete, Adam Goodes was booed by fans throughout 

the 2015 Australian Football League (AFL) season. It was so bad that Goodes retired, waiving 

the traditional send-off afforded retiring players, a lap of honour on grand final day. Amid 

concern that the booing of Goodes amounted to racial vilification, the howls of protest 

denying this rang loud on the spurious basis that he was booed not because of his race but 

because of the way he played the game. But this ignores the fact that Goodes was racially 

vilified in addition to being booed on masse by spectators. That Goodes stood up to racism, 

by pointing out a teenage girl, who called him an “ape” in 2013, clearly enraged those who 

booed, the justifications for which dragged the debate that ensued to a depressing low. The 

girl and Goodes were reconciled but that did not stop spectators, who gave themselves 

permission to boo every time he went near the ball and then tried to defend their behaviour. 

Worst of all, the AFL stood by and refused to back Goodes.       

A hugely welcome response came in the SBS documentary entitled ‘Adam Goodes: A Good 
Man Stands Up’, part of the Awaken Series, which aired on April 17, 2016 (S2015 Ep 3). 
Luminary Stan Grant interviewed Goodes who spoke eloquently and with grace in his heart 
about what happened. He also discussed his commitment to his role as ambassador to the 
‘Racism: It Stops with Me ‘campaign developed by the Human Rights Commission.    

Being troubled by the persistent assumption that Goodes was not racialized on the grounds, 

that non-indigenous athletes are also booed, in what has become an ongoing debate, I set 

about the task of trying to demonstrate just the opposite through theoretical examination of 

what constitutes race and racism. I happened to be in the midst of editing a forthcoming 

second (2015) edition of my book The Real and the Unreal (Common Ground, 2015) and 

rewrote the preface to frame the mistreatment of Goodes within the context of the changing 

significance of race and racism (see www.stellacoram.com).  

Following on from this, I argued, in an article published in 2016, that human rights violations 

of racial minorities are explained away, dissolved (a form of alchemy). Rights to decency exist 

in rhetoric but not in reality. Written from an ‘outsider’ perspective, whilst living in Papua 

New Guinea, distance was helpful for gaining insight into the misrepresentation and misuse 

of race. Goodes was urged by a spectator to “go back to Papua New Guinea”.        

‘Alchemy of rights and racism: A critical reading of the booing of Adam Goodes from 

Papua New Guinea’, Journal of Australian Indigenous Issues, Vol 19, No 4, December 

2016 www.swinburne.edu.au/.../indigenous/journal.   

A second article, published in 2017 and co-written with colleague Chris Hallinan, draws on 

critical race theory to argue the centrality of racial neutrality. In this context, race is erased, 

rendered invisible, and therefore by extension so too racism.    

‘Critical race theory and the orthodoxy of race neutrality: Examining the denigration of 

Adam Goodes’, Australian Aboriginal Studies, Journal of the Australian Institute of 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies (AIATSIS), No 1, 2017, http://aiatsis.gov.      

http://www.swinburne.edu.au/.../indigenous/journal
http://aiatsis.gov/
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In both works, a set of justifications of denial, distortions of race, were identified.   

• Booing is part of the game; it is not ‘racist’ to boo 

• It is the man who is booed, not his race 

• Non-Indigenous athletes are also booed 

• Booing cannot be ‘racist’ if it does not apply to all Indigenous athletes  

• To celebrate Indigenous athletes means that (one) is not ‘racist’ 

• There is no intent to discriminate by booing 

• No language specific of race is shouted 

• Displays of cultural difference are provocative  

• Goodes should tolerate his booing; he is to blame 

• Freedom of speech    

The common thread is that there is no explicit mention of race. But, of course, this is implied 

in the non-belonging of Goodes – part of the shared experience of Australia’s first peoples in 

relation to Australia’s racialized history of colonial ‘settlement’, white culture and society.     

Two recently released documentaries explore this: the first, through a chronology of what 

happened to Goodes and, the second, in urging the Australian community to reflect so as to 

arrive at a greater understanding of what it means to be black in Australia.   

The Final Quarter, directed Ian Darling, www.10play.com.au. 

The Australian Dream, written by Stan Grant and directed by Daniel Gordon, for cinema 

release, August 22, 2019.   

I met Goodes at the sport and human rights conference in Sydney in 1999 hosted by Sydney 

University of Technology. Newly recruited to the AFL team, the Sydney Swans, Goodes was 

invited to respond to my paper on the importance of playing in the AFL for indigenous 

athletes, a means to reclaim their identity, in part a response to Australia’s bleak history of 

removing children from their families – so called the ‘Stolen Generations’. 

Goodes unexpectedly, made a most moving revelation. He spoke of his mother being ‘taken’ 

at two years of age. See attached:           

Reclaiming Aboriginal identity through Australian Rules Football: A legacy of the ‘Stolen 

Generation’, How You Play the Game, the contribution of sport to the protection of 

human rights, conference Proceedings, 1999, Sydney. www.stellacoram.com.  

Racism IS ingrained in Australian society. The problem is that what is meant by race and racism 

are misunderstood, taken for granted or denied. More work is needed, I believe, to examine 

what is meant by race and racism with the context of Australian discourse. In other words, to 

systematically dismantle or take way the justifications for denial. To challenge the dogma of 

the individual ‘racist’ to deny systemic racism, for example. Otherwise, racial minorities will 

forever face denial of their lived experience. 

Goodes rose to the occasion. He has done more than a bit for indigenous people, indeed the 

nation. He does not need me to say it but I will anyway. Goodes is man of grace and dignity.  

http://www.stellacoram.com/

